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destination groups these groups contain all of the contacts that you email to. it's a waste of time to
read them all, so you should create rules to perform further analysis on the message. the rules you
create can be sensitive to the time of day, like a rule that extracts incoming messages at night. you
can also create rules based on keywords that you might be interested in, like code-quality groups,

for example, code quality, tests, or documentation. you can use create to create rules and filter them
using the inbox or active rules. the rule names and filters can be customized using the toolbar

buttons. in addition to groups that contain contacts, your email client can also create groups of email
messages. if you are unfamiliar with the concept of contact groups or the process of creating rules to
organize them, see the article on create. retain groups openscap and vebest icon groups can retain

messages that are related to a particular schema. if you are working with large schema files and
expect to receive messages that are related to them, you can create a retain rule with a retain filter

to avoid recursion. if you use the retain filter, be sure to use a retention time that is reasonably
related to the schema, such as a week or month. if the schema changes, you can also change the

retention time. invert groups if you are not interested in messages that are related to a schema, you
can create a rule to invert the result of the rules you have created. you can use the invert filter to

create such a rule. if you use the invert filter, you need to be careful not to create rules that are too
aggressive. if you use the invert filter, you can choose from the default, inbox, and active groups to

perform the filter.
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we have updated the default settings for the new intellisense to include the following features:
filtering the list of members of a class or member by type hovering over an icon, reveals the member

hovering over an icon, will show the name of the member as a tooltip hovering over an icon, will
open the member in a new tab hovering over a member will open the member in a new tab in

addition, we have added a new option to the default intellisense behavior. if you right-click a method
or property or hover over the icon, you can select the option to show as children. this will show the
children of the element in the intellisense drop down and let you navigate through the hierarchy,
rather than just the top level element that intellisense offers. in the image below, you can see the

new intellisense behavior for the public property of the publicclass class. you can also see the
intellisense drop down and the children of the element. you can also use the new intellisense to find
a class or member name. hover over the icon and show in find will appear. use the text in the box to
filter the list. for example, to find all members of the sales class, type sales in the text box, and click
find all. a set of folders for rss feeds. much like the set of folders for contact groups, rss represents
another set of data that might sometimes have interesting information, but doesnt need to be read
consistently or with the same sense of urgency as messages sent directly to you. outlook creates

these folders automatically. 5ec8ef588b
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